
                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                       
 

Game, Set & Match 
The Queen’s Club Chooses Posiflex Terminals 

 
One of the most exceptional sporting venues – The Queen’s Club, has selected Posiflex touch screen 
terminals for one of their most prestigious events, the world famous Stella Artois tennis championships.   
 
The Posiflex touch screens were used on site in Eastbourne during the 2008 Stella Artois tennis 
championship for training on the bespoke point of sale software that the Queen’s Club use. IT Manager, 
Marcel Lupo comments “the terminals were extremely easy to set up across the site during the annual 
Stella Artois championships.” The terminals are also being used in the shops and restaurants on site at 
the Queen’s Club in London. As well as in the usual areas you would expect to find a touch screen 
terminal, the Posiflex terminals are being used to their full potential at the Queen’s Club for court 
bookings, accounts, membership and Point of Sale in various areas across the site. Displaying their 
versatility, the terminals are also being used in the security department to enable guards to view 
footage from the numerous CCTV cameras at the Queen’s Club.  
 
On selecting the Posiflex touchscreen terminals, Marcel Lupo comments “the Posiflex terminals are 
easily manageable for disaster recovery procedures, AV implementations, monitoring and auditing. 
The operating system platform is excellent as a Posiflex terminal can be used as a desktop PC as well. 
Our bespoke software runs great on these tills and they are 100% compatible with all policies and 
software integration.”  
 
Selecting the Posiflex terminals due to historical preference at the Queen’s Club, the new Posiflex 
KS6615 was chosen because of the added benefit of multiple COM ports and the Intel mobile 1.5 GHz 
processor with 1Mb cache which gives performance similar to that of a 2.4 or 2.6 GHz Celeron 
processor. Another appealing feature of the KS6615 is its fan free design, which is ideal for 
applications in low noise environments. Popular options on the Posiflex KS6615 include Wireless 
LAN, integrated customer display, magnetic card reader and a wall mounting kit.  
 
The Queen’s Club boasts 28 outdoor lawn tennis courts, of which 12 are arguably the finest grass 
courts in the world, eight indoor lawn tennis courts, two real tennis courts, two racket courts, three 
squash courts and a gymnasium. The club also offers excellent hospitality facilities, including an 
elegant restaurant, cafe, and museum and presidents room – all located within the members’ clubhouse. 
This, together with the array of racket sports available, is why the Queen’s Club remains one of the 
most coveted memberships in the country.  


